Subject: Free time for loading/unloading of long haul rake of 90BOBRN wagons moving between MPJM and JPVN sidings

Ref: (i) Board’s letter of even number dt.27.08.2015
     (ii) WCR’s letter No.WCR/HQ/C/G-458/New Sdg/Majhauli dt.23.05.2016

Please refer to WCR’s letter under reference regarding permissible free time for loading/unloading and grant of trainload benefit for long haul rake of 90BOBRN wagons between MPJM siding and JPVN siding.

The matter has been examined and it has been decided to permit ‘3(three) hours free time each for loading and unloading’ and to ‘grant train load benefit’ in case of long haul rake of upto 90BOBRN wagons moving between MPJM and JPVN sidings.

This issues in consultation with Traffic Transportation Dte. and with the concurrence of Finance Dte. of Ministry of Railways.

(Lata Kumari)
Director Traffic Comml(Rates)
Railway Board

Copy to:
CAO/FOIS, MD/CRIS